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Cermex F3

A CASE ERECTING SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS:  

Advantages
 Positive case extraction
 Precise case forming
 Inner flap folding guaranteed
 Accurate hot-melt gluing and case squaring
 American cases (RSC), half cases, cases with special flaps and pre-joined display cases can all be handled on this 

machine

  Ergonomics
 Clean design offering easy access
 Centralised adjustment points to ensure quick format changeovers
 Low case magazine to facilitate loading

Characteristics
 Extensive size and speed range
 Several case sizes can be handled on the same machine
 Various options depending on requirements: interface, gluing method, automatic size changeovers, etc. 
 Speed: up to 70 cases per minute depending on the format

CASE ERECTOR

Extraction

 Partial opening of outer flaps Gluing and pressing Twin case erector

Erection Flap folding of Shelf-Ready Packaging Access to extended magazine

Forming of cases with partitions

 Positive
 High speed 
 Flexible
 1500 machines sold

Speed Case lenght (L) Case width (B) Case Height (H) L+B Motorization

F3
86

F386.30 Min/Max <30 c/min 150/400 100/300 150/400 250/650
1

F386.40 Min/Max <30 c/min 230/500 150/340 150/400 380/800

F3
87

F387.30 Min/Max <40 c/min 150/400 100/300 150/400 250/650

2F387.40 Min/Max <40 c/min 230/500 150/340 150/400 380/800

F387.60 Min/Max <30 c/min 280/650 180/490 150/400 430/980

F3
88

F388.30 Min/Max 50 c/min 230/450 150/340 150/350 380/750

3F388.40 Min/Max 50 c/min 230/500 150/340 150/400 380/800

F388.60 Min/Max 40 c/min 280/650 180/490 150/400 430/980

F3
97 F397.40 Twin Min/Max 70 c/min 2 lanes 

35 c/min 1 lane 150/300 100/260 150/300 250/520 4



sidel.com

Sidel is a leading provider of equipment and services 
solutions for packaging beverage, food, home  
and personal care products in PET, can, glass  
and other materials.

With over 40,000 machines installed in more  
than 190 countries, we have nearly 170 years of proven 
experience, with a strong focus on the factory  
of tomorrow with advanced systems, line engineering 
and innovation. Our 5,500+ employees worldwide 
are passionate about providing solutions that fulfil 
customer needs and boost the performance of their 
lines, products and businesses.

Delivering this level of performance requires that  
we stay flexible. We continuously ensure  
we understand our customers’ changing challenges 
and commit to meeting their unique performance  
and sustainability goals. We do this through dialogue  
and by understanding the needs of their markets, 
production and value chains. In turn, we apply our solid 
technical knowledge and smart data analytics to ensure 
lifetime productivity reaches its full potential.

We call it Performance through Understanding.
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